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Editorial

My name is
I'm from ________________
I'm an _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ major.
Three small sentences, and the average Calvin student is typed. Last name ends in "sma"?-c1
Dutch and probably Frisian. From Canada? Most likely his parents were immigrants. A philosophy
major? He's probably Kuyperian .
Such types may help us to know each other with a sort of instant familiarity, but they destroy
us as often as they define us. Fast-food familiarity serves up these tasteless cliches' : Grand
Rapidians are pricks. Iowans and South Dakotans are hicks. Business majors are money-hungry
culture ignoramuses and philosophy majors have all the useful qualities of a warped Frisbee.
Democrats are pinko and Republicans mindlessly kiss Reagan's big toe. All girls attending Calvin
are out for their MRS degrees. And the list goes on.
After sixteen years of publishing, Dialogue assumed its own stereotype: it is run by morbidly
serious intellectuals whose primary poetic model is T.S. Eliot's "Waste Land," whose theology
and politics are liberal, and whose attitude toward the general Calvin population is of condescension, apparently to protect their self-dignity after being largely ignored.
Dialogue,however, should be more than an intellectual publishing ground for a clique of amateur
writers and artists. At its inception, Dialogue promised to accomplish five tasks:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

find and publish valuable ideas,
describe the intellectual ferment at Calvin,
stimulate new ideas,
be a forum for criticism and discussion,
analyze currents in modern culture.

Unfortunately, even this five-point manifesto, like our beloved TULIP, wallows in intellectualism.
The list cannot describe the pure delight of a Chris Stoffel Overvoorde painting as reproduced
in a Dialogue centerfold (no. 7, 1985), nor can any intellectual idea match the humorous beat of
words like "two-tone wingtip" (Van Wienen's "A Good Deed"). Dialogue moves beyond the
rational mind to invigorate a child-like imagination (Timmerman's ''Deputy's Badge''). Dialogue
demands a religious probing of one's true colors (West's "The Color Cards"). Dialogue presents
Calvin's artists to act as a revelatory mirror of us and the world around us. Above all, Dialogue
tears off Calvin's labels, demonstrating that each department, each professor, and each student
in some specialized way exhibits the reformed Christian's ongoing, eternal fascination for God's
physical and intellectual creation.
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Hello Again to All That
Some years ago I wrote a book entitled Radicals in the University. Although
I still think that what it said was essentially right, I seldom look back at itpartly because it was perhaps not a
really good book, but mainly because
the phenomenon which it treated has
run its course. It was about New
Leftism on American campuses,
especially among professors. The tide
of political radicalism has now
receded. The best evidence of this
recession is the occasional public
lament by an aging new radical still
true to his old faith. Meanwhile, I have
gone on to write about other subjects,
most of them a little bit closer to my
academic discipline.
In the past few years, however, I
have been surprised to find that old
new radicalism surfacing in bits and
pieces in-of all places-Christian
colleges, conspicuously including my
own. More than a decade after this
ideology has lost its appeal in the
academy at large, here we Christians
come to it as if it were a new and
viable intellectual alternative. Today
the idea that we should politicize (read
radicalize) the curriculum sounds new
and daring to some Christian
academics. Often I have had secular
counterparts let me know, subtly or
not, that they considered our Christian colleges to be consistently behind
the times. Never did I expect that we
would provide them with such clear
evidence.
I was put in mind of this dismal line
of thought when I read a piece recently from the Washington Post Magazine,
written by former coeditors of the
New Left magazine Ramparts and
entitled "Good-bye to All That." Peter
Collier and David Horowitz were
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explaining which events in our world
affected them so profoundly that they,
who were once influential figures in
the New Left movement, now were
Reagan voters. Many of the issues
they discussed were the very ones
which I hear being addressed fervently on my campus. But the tables are
turned: these old New Leftists are
now rejecting what some of my Christian colleagues are coming to embrace.
Collier and Horowitz summarize
what they are saying goodbye to in
three points: ''to the self-aggrandizing
romance with corrupt Third
Worldism; to the casual indulgence of
Soviet totalitarianism; to the
hypocritical and self-dramatizing antiAmericanism which is the New Left's
bequest to mainstream politics.'' For
my colleagues who seem to be biting
on the radical lure, the second point
has least appeal, though it has some;
the third point has considerable appeal (though, of course, without the
demeaning adjectives); and the first
one has intractable power (again,
deleting the original adjective).
The Collier-Horowitz essay is loaded
with pithy, memorable lines. It quotes
the Costa-Gavras film Z: "Always
blame the Americans. Even when
you're wrong, you're right." It quotes
the old adage that '' anyone under 40
who isn't a socialist has no heart;
anyone over 40 who is a socialist has
no brain.'' It cites Susan Sontag,
another former '' true believer'' who
has changed her mind: '' Communism
is simply left-wing fascism." It suggests that those who have upbraided
President Reagan for describing the
Soviet Union as an evil empire '' seem
to be offended aesthetically rather
than politically." It accuses the Left

today of moral selectivity: Noting th
similarity of the case of Nicaragua wit]
that of Cuba, it observes that "n
historical precedent, however daunt
ing, can prevent outbreaks of radicc:J
chic."
Among the many situations whid
Collier and Horowitz touch upon,
single out three: those in Ethiopia
Afghanistan, and Nicaragua. (The Bi1
Three on my campus are Palestine
South Africa, and Nicaragua.) Th«
authors also give considerable space tc
the Soviet Union.
Regarding the situation in Ethiopia
Collier and Horowitz point out tha
the United States has poured ir
twenty-five times more economic ak
for the starving than has the Sovie1
Union. They note, also, that Mengistt
and his government spend lavishly on
parties for their favored few, while
they seek to eliminate thousands oJ
starving people. It is part of the program known officially as the ''Red
Campaign of Terror.'' I hear nothing
of this on my campus.
Nor do I hear about Afghanistan,
where the Soviets intervene directly
and not through Cuban proxies. No
TV coverage is allowed; even the Red
Cross is forbidden access. And so, as
the authors note, Afghanistan is a
matter of "out of sight, out of mind."
What would we say, if anything,
about South African and Israeli crimes
if we knew no more about them than
we do about the Soviet crimes in
Afghanistan?
Nicaragua is the one case in which
both Collier-Horowitz and my radicalinfluenced colleagues express an
interest. (A bumper sticker in
Washington, D.C., says, "Nicaragua
is Spanish for Afghanistan.'') The old

imparts editors note that the U. S.
,vernment gave more aid to the
mdinistas in eighteen months than
ey did to the Somoza regime in the
·e vious twenty years. They cite a
mdinista director, Bayardo Arce,
ho said that elections are a "hindnce" to the goal of "a dictatorship
the proletariat'' and necessary only
:is an expedient to deprive our
lemies of an argument." And they
te other Nicaraguans, these former
mdinistas who are now antimdinista. But what students on my
1mpus can hear is a professor who
ctures on how he was radicalized by
1.e visit to Nicaragua and who gives
pro-Sandinista response in the stumt newspaper every time Nicaragua
commented on.
It is self-evident that the ideas (and
ersonal odysseys) of professors go
tto the shaping of a college curculum. And, although I prefer not to
ecome too specific, I think that Chrisan colleges are likely to face very
Jon the introduction of curricular
reforms" which grow out of the
1inking of these newcomers to radical
ieology. Their buzzwords are
justice" and "peace." The word
'eedom is neglected. (Their only
eference to liberation is as in the
hrase "liberation theology.")
low ever, the Marxian term praxis is
lOt neglected. So, says one of my
olleagues, we should start to reshape
,ur curriculum; he advocates '' peace
tudies"instead of some traditional
lassroom subjects and practical
:xperience instec!d of yet others. (We
1lready have a wide and growing
mmber of internships available to our
.tudents, but no one is required to
ake one. Leftists like compulsion. We
1

do not yet have courses disignated as
being in "peace studies," though they
may be coming. You can count on it
that we shall never have courses in
"freedom studies.")
Next year Calvin College will offer
a course in which students are to be
taken to Nicaragua. You can be sure
that they will meet with persons who
blame Central America's troubles on
the United States and justify the
activities of Daniel Ortega and the
Sandinistas. You cannot be sure that
they will hear good representatives of
some other point of view, though I
sincerely hope that they do.
This short-term course passed the
faculty without a dissenting comment.
However, a proposed course on
''Christian Neo-Conservatism'' (not
even good old-fashioned conservatism
without the saving grace of a "Neo")
was challenged, though it did pass.
One question was whether professors
of theology and classics had appropriate credentials to teach about
conservatism. (It will not be specialists
in Latin-American studies who take
our students to Nicaragua.) The
theologian and the classicist had the
gall to label their view '' the other''
one. I have some hope that they
intended to twit. In any case, their
choice of the words ~he other is, to say
the l~ast, interesting.
At the same faculty meeting, the
Calvin faculty approved a proposal
that the study topic for the Calvin
Center for Christian Scholarship in
1986-87 be "Toward a Reformed
Response to the Conflicts in Central
America." A Reformed response?!
Perhaps institutional structures will
have a moderating influence on this
project. I shall be satisfied if we escape

without excessive embarrassment to
the institution.
The above-mentioned projects are
one-time affairs. What is of much
greater moment is the effort to impose
long-term effects of° this current thinking of some of our faculty members by
changing the curriculum. And my
greatest concern here is with the proposal which is generally being called
''internationalizing the curriculum.''
On the face of it, the concern to
broaden the perspectives of our
students so that they know more
about the world in which they live is
excellent and beyond challenge. Frequently I teach courses on Russian
authors living during the Soviet
period, and one of my hopes is that
students will learn about modern
realities which are far removed from
their own experience. True education
certainly must work to diminish
parochial and ethnocentric attitudes.
What bothers me is that what flies
under the flag of internationalizing the
curriculum is, I fear, just that kind of
romance with "Third-Worldism"
which Collier and Horowitz have left
behind. I see no indication that those
who want to internationalize the curriculum are panting for our students
to know that 66,000,000 human beings
died in the Gulag Archipelago or that
Communists killed a third of all Cambodians in just a few years. (A Cambodian Buddhist monk whom I
recently met places the number at two
and a half million.) No, I think that
they will want to tell our students that
the United States is an aggressor state
which patronizes such unbearable
client states as South Africa and Israel,
and they will want us to leave the
Communist rulers of the Nicaraguans
Dialogue 7

to their own devices.
And all of this agenda they will
justify by observing that Christ was on
the side of the poor and the oppressed
(their chosen poor and oppressed).
There is a special moral urgency, they
will say, to the causes which they
espouse. The justifications offered will
be always spiritual ones, never
political ones. Indeed, the matter of
moral urgency was exactly the argument used for giving the question of
Central America to the Calvin Center
for its investigation. The sixties word
for this attitude was relevance.
In no way do I question the Christian integrity of these colleagues of
mine with whom I disagree. Indeed,
some of them I know to be my
spiritual betters. But their proposals to
alter the curriculm I see as deleterious.
Whatever their intentions, they would
politicize the curriculum. They might
add verve to campus life, just as the
old New Left did. But they will be
changing the mission of the Christian
college-as they intend to do-in a
way which I think will be very
damaging.
The particulars which I have mentioned refer to Calvin College, but my
concern is for more than the institution of my special affection. Calvin has
achieved such repute in recent years
that its example will have a strong
ripple effect among the seventy-some
colleges in the Christian College Coalition. Something major about the soul
of the Christian college is at stake.
I know just the lines along which
some of my colleagues will object to
my thoughts in this little piece. (Nor,
I suppose, will these thoughts of mine
come as any surprise to them.) On the
most important matters in our lives,
8
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we are at one. But the differences
which I have noted should not be
glossed over. They belong to the
second level of our being, not to the
third, fourth, or fifth. They are not
insignificant.
-Edward E. Ericson, Jr.

Reprinted by permission of the Reformed Journal,
August 1985.
.
© 1985 by Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.
Dialogue encourages response to Dr. Ericson's ar-

ticle either in a letter to the editor or a short
article. Because Dr. Ericson will be replying to
the letters received, Dialogue asks that responses
be sent to the Dialogue office by October 28.

Untitled

Sue Mieras
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'
DEPUTY 5 BADGE
by

W

~o h n

h. ¼immer'ma~

ting geme fiction is a wonderful, if not terribly sophisticated, pleasure. The pieces of the
geme puzzle are all there, neatly identifiable like
the print of shod ponies' hooves to a Montana
mountain man. But you put those genre pieces
together in your own way. Name your own
pony and ride it. Nothing to it. And a whole
lot of fun. So much for writing.
For more years than I dare remember the west
has had its knobby, calloused hand on my
psyche. I have tramped the mountains of
Colorado and the Sierra Nevadas, have
wandered the flat, fuzzy roll of the southwest
desert, have fallen into Jackson Hole and fallen
in love with it. Wes terns are the one kind of
literature I can talk about with profound authority, and constitute the sole area in which I claim
scholarly expertise. That by way of preface to
this.
It is customary in genre fiction to print a
disclaimer dissociating the characters from
anyone living or dead. This is because writers
don't like to be sued. Western writers especially don't like courts. Since the only legal justice
I fear is Judge Roy Bean, and he, being long
deceased, can only bother my conscience, I
invite the readers to see whomever they wish
in a character, past, present, or about to be.
Maybe even, when Paganini is put aside, when
biology is bottled away, when Milton is put
down, see a piece of themselves-a piece of the
child they once were, strutting fiercely in
homemade chaps or a cowgirl skirt, waving a
wooden gun at the car and believing it a horse.
Those were fine days.
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Sheriff Ben Davidson had pulled out on the train to
Bozeman yesterday morning at seven, which pretty much
left his office to me for the space of four to five days. Not
that much happens in Sand Flat. The Indian wars that
had left my own Ma and Pa lying dead and the small
ranch they had called home a gutted ruin of windy coals
were ten years behind us. There were some bad men in
the west then. I had seen really bad men who would as
quick pull a trigger as spit, but not hardly around Sand
Flat. Nothing much to draw them here.
Sand Flat awakened, slept, and in between simply
endured this furnace-hot summer of '86 while the fields
browned and a few listless cattle grew gaunt as the
western hills and occasional passersby dropped a few
dollars at the Mercantile or at Smiley's Crystal Parlor.
That was his real name, Smiley. And there wasn't much
crystal about his saloon that I knew of save for the mirror
running behind the bar.
The town was so small a horse had to pause and sniff
around some to know he'd been there. Still, it was an
old town as far as the west went. It was supposed to have
had a railroad spur for cattle once, and when the spur
didn't come the town was supposed to die off, but it
didn't. Why anyone would have wanted to run a spur
to Sand Flat in the first place is beyond me. It was a right
pretty town, with large cottonwoods on the main street
and a small river bounded by chokecherries that sluiced
through the town with sometimes enough water that a
sprinkler wagon rode down Main Street and settled the
dust. People grew to like it and simply and stubbornly
stayed on. And they did all right, I guess, especially
Orison's Mercantile. Well enough, anyway, to have a
school house built a half dozen years ago that I went to
for a spell, long enough to write my name which is as
much as my Pa could do before the Cheyenne Dog
Soldiers got him. Doesn't take much schooling to shoot
a Colt's 38 straight, which is my sole aim in life, so to
speak.
Strangers passed through: drummers, prospectors
heading to the mountains behind the Blue Pines, government men, occasional soldiers, now and then some
raggedy Cheyenne. There were ranches east and south
that sent their cowboys hooting down to Smiley's place
on the first of the month. Once in a while there was a
plain hard case lured up north by whatever little was here
or running from what was down there. Enough such to
need a sheriff. One such hard case had been shot dead
by Ben little more than a year ago. The man had worked
hard at the bottle for three or four hours at Smiley's, then
staggered to the north end of town where some available
half-breed ladies worked. The screams brought Ben on
a run. The hard case had sliced up his woman with a
Green River knife and pulled a gun on Ben. No discussion
about that. Ben's shot hit him just under the left eye and

tore half his face away.
I had my feet propped up on the Sheriff's desk and was
stretched back in the swivel chair kind of hunched on my
lower back the way I'd seen Ben maybe a thousand or
more times.
I'd guess my shoulders were pretty near as broad as
Ben's, seeing I stand six feet and pack close to a hundred
and eighty pounds into it, but I couldn't get the easy
slump of the chair so that it came natural. My hind-end
slid down when I laced my hands behind my head and
my legs began to fall asleep and go numb. Still, I held
there talking as easy as talk could be in the blistering
August heat of Sand Flat to June May who had stopped ,
by on her way to her father's Mercantile.
June May held a small basket covered by a redcheckered cloth that I guessed held her father's lunch.
Each day at noon she walked from their house around
the corner to the mercantile. What made her stop in and
see me, I'll never know except maybe she finally figured
out that I'd had a shine on her for nearly two years. It
was pretty much hopeless, I'll admit, me being a nearly
school-less kid and she about ready to go to Bozeman next
year to become a teacher herself. But that never bothered
too many hot-blooded bodies so far as I know.
One thing Sheriff Davidson had taught me these last
ten years was to hope and hold your head high until that
hope was answered. Ben had been riding cavalry that
autumn of 1877 under Colonel Carlton chasing Dull
Knife's doomed Cheyenne across the flats and hills near
the Niabrora when they came across our burned-out
ranch. I don't remember that time as anything more than
a dull, red blur. I was eight then. Ben had taken me back
to Fort Robinson and when it was all over he took me
north with him to Sand Flat and took me as his son.
Although I've never called him more than Sheriff, he's
been like a Pa to me.
The pity of the matter is that Mrs. Davidson had begged
me to call her mother since the day I walked in that winter
of '77. And I did too, when Ben was gone. I wish now
I had more, for she was a sick woman, had been for more
than four years, and she knew as well as Ben and me that
she was dying. I believe I would do about anything for
those two who had been ma and pa to me. There was
never money. It all went into medicine and doctors and
I knew there were a lot more bills than money to pay for
them. There was talk of a surgery in Bozeman, but that
was so impossible as to be beyond hope. All a man could
do, Ben said. Said he learned it the hard way. From Dull
Knife and his Cheyenne. I'm not sure I understand; that
seemed more like a blind despair to me.
Those were the things I had been thinking when June
May walked in.
"Hi, Matthew," she said. "Almost lunch time."
"Hello, June May." I tried to act nonchalant and slunk
1
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down in Ben's chair although my spine felt it had fire in
it and my legs were as dull as a month old cowpie.
"Too hot to eat. Figured someone would bring me
lunch in a basket."
She chuckled. She had a deep voice for such a fine, light
body, and her laugh always stirred me some.
"Now that you're deputy," she said, pointing at my
vest, "maybe I should."
I sat up like a bolt, knocked the blotter off the desk with
my leaden legs and nearly fell out of the chair. That's
right. I had taken the star that Ben had promised me on
my twenty-first birthday from the drawer and pinned it
on my shirt. Well, it was there now. I felt a hot flush
knuckle up my cheeks.
"Well," I drawled out, "with the Sheriff gone, someone's got to watch out for you pretty young ladies.'' How
I managed to get that mouthful of words out was beyond
me. The nice thing about June May, though, was that she
may put a fella off but she never put him down. Sort of
reminds me of the fime an English journalist stopped at
Smiley's Crystal Parlor once, walked up to old SI!liley
who was a big ugly ox of a man, and said, "Beg your
pardon, please. Is your master here?" "That son of a walleyed buffler cow ain't been born yet," Smiley replied.
The story made the rounds for a long time, and Smiley's
trade doubled just to hear it.
June May didn't use words like that.
"Tell you what, Deputy Matt Davidson," she said. She
called me by Ben's name as everyone did. ''I'll come back
with a sandwich." She said it with a smile as sweet as
a spring rain down off the Blue Pine mountains.
I forgot playing Deputy and said quickly, ''You got
yourself a date, June May."
"Anytime," I added.
She smiled and let herself out the door. I'm still not
sure what made her stop by. Probably finally took an
interest in me, but it didn't take me more than half a
second to bolt to the window and watch her sashay down
the street like one bright spot in that whole dusty town.
Her blue cotton smock was a bit of bright light scattering happily up Main Street. And beyond. Rolling past
Ben's house at the edge of the river. Rolling past the river
and the shimmering sun-skewered plains clean on up to
the cool rise of the rugged Blue Pine foothills in the
distance, where I would like to be taking her.
I was still watching her when the shotgun boomed out
a muffled roar that clapped around the quiet street like
a strangled cry. A figure lurched out of Orison's Mercantile, geared crazily to his horse and whirled westward.
He used the saddlebag in his hand to slap the horse's
pumping rear and the startled critter bolted down the
street in a cloud of dust. Only a desperate man would
treat an animal like that in this heat, I thought. Then the
remembered blast of the shotgun caught me.
June May spun in a cloud of dust, then was running
12 Dialogue

to the Mercantile. As she reached the door, her father
staggered through. He raised his arm so that the blood
was a clear dark stain across the chest of his white shirt,
pooling down so that the whole shirt turned dirty red
while I watched. He made as if to shout something, then
pitched forward into June May's arms and bore her to
the dusty street.
This I caught out of the tail of my eye as I jumped across
the office, pulled a Colt's 38 that I had practiced with and
as much as called mine from the desk, and grabbed a
holster and belt of cartridges from the rack. The gun
flapped against my leg as I tried to buckle it. I was out
on the street in a flash, literally. I tumbled through the
door, tripped while fumbling with the gunbelt, and
sprawled headlong in the street. I slapped my hat back
on and ran to the Mercantile.
Only Smiley was in the street, others holding back
behind closed doors. Who knows how long they would
have waited. I knelt by Mr. Orison, turned him over, felt
the limp flesh flop like an old fish in my hands, and nearly
vomited when I saw the hole in his chest. Shredded bone
and blue chunks of flesh lay in a dirty puddle of blood
in his chest. It's a wonder he made it to the door.
About one quick look inside told most of the story. The
high iron safe in which Orison kept not only his own considerable profits but also the safekeepings of half a dozen
others stood open. Orison must have gone for the
shotgun. The counter knocked askew with dried goods
littering the floor told of the struggle. The hole in Orison's
chest gave the conclusion.
Six or eight men had since filed into the store.
"I'm going after him," I said. "Who'll make a posse
with me?"
Not a man moved.
''Wait for the Sheriff, Matt,'' said Jonas Rountree, Sand
Flat's druggist and closest excuse for a medical man.
"Wait!" I exploded. "If we go now we stand a fair
chance of closing on him. Sheriff isn't due back till
Friday.''
"Knock it off, Matt," said Smiley. "And what are you
doing with that badge on. You're nothing but a green
kid."
I looked down at the badge and felt the same flush of
embarrassment. "Kid or nothing," I said. "I'm going."
June May sat slumped in the corner, her face a veil of
pain cut through by tears. I walked over to her.
"June May," I said, "I'm going to get the man that did
that. I'll bring him back."
She nodded dumbly. Her eyes turned to me. She
reached out her hand and held mine.
"Get him, Matt," she hissed.
"I will. Believe me, I will."
I helped myself to a few staples from the shelves, thrust
them in a sack, and left for my horse. I muttered to Smiley
on the way out, ''Write it up to the Sheriff's office.''

. I· '
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On the way to the livery I crossed through the Sheriff's
office, took a Spenser and a box of cartridges out of the
case. Ben had a big, · deep-chested gelding at the stable,
and I was half-tempted to take him, but thought better
of it. I hurried saddling my sorrel, Ginny. She was a feisty
little mustang with more guts than sense. But she held
still while my hands trembled and fumbled with the cinches and bridle. I tossed a few scoops of oats in a bag
and tied them, along with my supplies and two full canteens in flannel panniers, to the saddle.
I was down the street and crossing the river bridge
when I remembered Ma Davidson. Ginny was just getting a nose for the flats and I had to rein her hard to turn
back. Far ahead I could see a little dust spiral edging
toward the Blue Pines. Whoever it was must have known
Ben would be out of town. Pure chance? How then the
knowledge that Orison's mercantile held half the little
wealth that Sand Flat possessed?
Ma Davidson was propped up in bed pretty much the
way I'd left her that morning.
"I heard a shot, Matthew," she said.
"Someone robbed the mercantile. Shot Orison."
"Dead?"
"Dead."
"And Ben's gone." Her voice was plaintive. "You're
not going, Matthew? That badge ... ''
''I'm going, Ma. Someone has to.'' Even though it was
scorching hot, Ma had a thin sheet pulled up around her.
Through the sheet I could see the way her left side bulged a bit. The lump rose nearly to her neck. I looked back
to her eyes and saw they were steeled against pain. Yet
she smiled.
"There's no one else will go, Ma, until Ben gets back."
"Matthew. Be careful."
I bent and kissed her. The first time I ever had. She
smelled sick.
I held Ginny to a lope. I'd be careful, all right. But Ben
Davidson had taught me more about tracking and observing and using whatever wits I'd been born with than
any man alive. He once said the Cheyenne left me with
that when they took my folks. There were no better
trackers in the world than Cheyenne Dog Soldiers. They
could tell more by a shiny horse dropping or insect feet
in a hoof print than half a dozen pair of field glasses. It
told me right now to hold Ginny back. She would have
run herself dizzy out there on the prairie if I'd let her;
and probably run me straight into that murderer's ambush. I could no longer see even a dust rise, but the hoof
prints were clear as one of them new-fangled
photographs. A mite clearer. Over there I could tell he
reined his horse from a gallop to a lope. High time too.
He knew something about Montana weather. Montana
was never good cattle country. The blue cold of 50 below
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in winter would freeze a cow stiff as a pole, and in summer on the plains the sun fried their brains like scrambled eggs. It was loco country. Ginny was lathered already
at a lope. The hot wind cut into my sweat-soaked clothes
drying them like stiff leather. Her hooves kept the steady
beat she could hold for hours, even under this sun.
Riding unravelled my mind like it always did; and like
usual it unravelled on June May. I saw her tear-soaked
face and renewed my promise.
''Think of the trail,'' I heard Ben saying in my mind,
and I did. I traced the figure of the murderer from the
brief glimpse I'd had of him. What was unusual about
him? Same dirty jeans, cotton shirt, and tan vest as a
thousand wanderers. The horse was a black;large, a good
pacer it looked like, capable of many miles. Too high to
be a mustang. Hadn't seen it before. Ah, this. The man
had a red beard. That was unusual. His hat was down
low and I couldn't recall seeing his hair; but there was
the flash of the red beard. No mask. And his skin was
dark. Like an Indian's almost.
I'd had such a quick glance I had to caution myself
against dreaming in features that weren't there.
"Observe," Ben would say. "Be patient. Let it add up
on its own account."
I rode into the yellow eye of the sun across a plain shimmering with mirage.
Ginny plugged along at a good pace for a couple of
hours before her chest began to heave. At midafternoon
shade was scarcer than hen's teeth but we stopped and
drooped for a few minutes so I could wet her lips and
nostrils from the canteen and let us catch our breath. She
stuck her big rubbery lips out as if to swallow the whole
canteen. To sit down would scorch a blister on my hindquarters like a brand so I stood there eyeing the distant
and scarcely larger rim of the Blue Pines. I knew I would
make them toward evening, but I saw nothing of the man
I chased save maybe for a tiny black dot shimmering
through a mirage. It was then that I began to think that
maybe I was nothing more than a crazy, half-cocked kid.
Still, I had hunted in the Blue Pines more times than
I could count and probably knew them better than any
man alive. Whoever that was up ahead, I figured, either
knew full well that Sheriff Davidson was out of town or
he had just happened to pick the luckiest day of his life.
Not so lucky for June May's Pa though. That made him
guilty of murder and I was going to bring him in to hang.
That's a bit sobering. I was up against a killer. I told
myself that I had worked hard, that my muscles were as
tough as the next man, and that while my draw wouldn't
ever amount to much I could shoot about as straight as
most any man and a whole lot better than some. I rattled
off a string of cuss words, which wasn't hard since the
average vocabulary in these parts was about one-third
profanity and two-thirds obscenity, to toughen my spirit
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and got back astride Ginny. She was ready to go again.
Straight now to the Blue Pines. One thing I did have, I
told myself. That was the best teacher around in Ben
Davidson. Use your head, he'd say. And then keep
hoping.
This I thought about: whoever it was up ahead had
killed in cold blood. A struggle, sure. But there was a
dead man. He wasn't likely to walk up to me, fall on his
knees, and beg to be taken in. More than likely it would
be my shot against his. I had to think of that. Shooting
straight was a gift of the eye, not one of practice. Someone
with poor eyesight could practice their way through target
after target and still not be half so good as a slow moving, uncoordinated cuss with the gift of keen vision. That
gift I had, and had added to it with the training of Ben,
who was no slouch either but who knew full well I could
beat him plinking cans nine times out of ten. I could pretty much see the slug hit the can, which isn't an exaggeration. But Ben had taught me the art that goes with the
gift; how to slow your heartbeat by quiet half-breaths
even though your mind is racing, how to squeeze the
trigger like a piece of fruit even though your muscles are
bunched with nerves. It became second nature. I was
wondering now if I could do it if I had to draw on this
man I was chasing.
I thought of my promise to June May. ''I'll bring him
back" -is that what I said?
I was thinking about that while the sun screamed like
a white bird in the sky. There was no need to hold Ginny
in now; she was a white lather and hardly moving. When
she snorted she threw white clots of lather on my own
sweat-soaked arms. I couldn't see any figure ahead, could
hardly see the Blue Pines through the shimmer of heat.
But I tugged the reins when I saw that odd red thing cast
off into a clump of dried, scrubby brush. I stopped to look
at it, then had to climb down and sit a spell to puzzle
it out. The thing was a fake red beard, still damp from
sweat. It hadn't been tossed aside long or it would be
dry as sand.
But why?
Whoever I was chasing had bothered some about a
disguise, then, but no hardcase was likely to do that. He
had to know something about Sand Flat, enough anyway
to make sure no one recognized him.
I tied the whiskers to my saddle, wet Ginny's nose and
lips again, and headed on.
The Blue Pines had deep shadows running along its
ridges. I moved careful here, following the track but trying to think ahead. Any one of those ridges could hide
an ambush. I was cutting every one of those ridges with
my eyes, probing every rock for the sudden blue flame
of gunfire. I was surprised then to see the scattered shale
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and loose rock where the rider had spurred his mount
straight up a ridge. I followed the crazy spiral with my
eyes wondering how a horse that had passed the flats
in mid-day could do this thing. I traced the trail to the
crest of the ridge and saw him.
He sat his horse high atop the ridge; so high he looked
like a small dark tree up there, and was watching me.
He was nothing but a dark spot in the face of the evening sun but I seemed to feel his eyes reach out and grab
me. He knew I was watching but he stood like carved
rock. I half expected a rifle shot but it was impossibly
distant. He seemed to be shouting silently, turn back;
then the horse jumped a little and disappeared over the
ridge.
One thing was sure, I wasn't going to drive Ginny up
that ridge, so he had gained a good hour on me while
I had to search out a draw to circle on him. He knew that,
I reckon. It was a desperate move. But it also gave me
a shiver. It gave him plenty of time to move ahead and
set up an ambush. But I knew these draws, each one of
them, I kept telling myself.
I put Ginny into a hard gallop, although I knew I was
hurting her. She was all guts and muscle, if not a lick
of sense. She pounded toward a draw that led up the far
end of the ridge. The draw didn't circle this ridge, I knew,
but angled gently up into the further hills. If Ginny had
it in her, I just might cut the rider off and set up my own
ambush. We reached the draw, deeply shadowed in a
gash in the ridge, at a pounding gallop and I let Ginny
clamber along its rocky bottom until she was blown. Even
though the ridge sent down long fumbling shadows that
hid the gravel bottom, the air was still hotter than a furnace and sweat rolled down my body to the lathered
horse. When the rocks grew too rugged for hard riding
I jumped off and hand walked her for a few hundred
yards to cool her down. Not until then did I pour half
a canteen into my hat and let Ginny drink. She sucked
like she would inhale it hat and all. I walked her a few
hundred yards further, then, mounting, held her to a
walk while she picked her way through the shadows and
rock.
There was a long ridge between me and the rider, and
I was taking a heck of a long shot. If he had turned south
I had lost him. I was guessing he had hoped to draw me
up the ridge behind him and that he was angling north.
I wouldn't know until I came out of the draw. But even
then he may have outguessed me. He might be sitting
there with a rifle sighted down my breastbone. My head
buzzed trying to figure it out. I felt a headache pounding
under the damp brim of my hat.
Only one way to go now, I figured. Night shut down
fast in the pines. I had always like that before, camped
on a ridge and feeling the high lonesomeness draw down.
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Ahead I caught a flash of purple in the west, then the
sky clotted and grew dark. I walked Ginny again, letting
my eyes adjust from the evening sun to the sudden deep
night before moonlight came up.
I had about a mile to the end of the draw. I was figuring the rider's horse was about spent. If I played it right
I would hit the mouth of the draw, where it funneled into
the one I was guessing the rider was in, ahead of him.
I moved more slowly. Something in me made me want
to miss him. To head back to Sand Flat and say simply,
''He got away. Sorry.'' June May looked at me and I
cringed. Always Ben seemed above me, nodding, telling
me to go on. The moon was fingering the gorge with ·a
pale silver light when the shot rang out. It took Ginny
high in the chest. I heard her gurgle, and snort through
a nose full of blood. By then I was emptying my Colt's
at the rocks above. Standing there blazing at nothing like
a fool. Out of pure anger. He could have put a bullet in
my gun flash as neat as a needle. Ginny jumped, bucked,
and fell to the ground like a fallen limb. I leaped behind
her, her flesh still quivering, and pulled the Spenser from
its boot.
I lay panting behind the horse. I thought Ginny was
dead but suddenly she heaved, gasped, then lay still. It
gave me the creeps. I was scared silly. I fought to keep
the shakes down.
So it was all lost. Not only did I have to go back without
him, but I had to walk back. Lost a good horse. I'd be
laughed out of Sand Flat. I could see the sneers: I told
you so. But wait. If.he was up in the rocks he must have
left his horse down the other side of the ridge. Maybe
there was a chance. I studied the face of rock hard, peer- ·
ing through the moonlight. I saw a motion high on the
cliff and levered five quick shots at a shadow. The
Spenser barked out with its hard, echoing bite. The
shadow seemed to stumble once and I thought I heard
a kind of thin yelp cut throught the Spenser's echo.
I was running then, insanely, up the face of the ridge.
I hammered up it spewing gravel and making enough
clatter to wake the dead. Near the ridge I had to catch
my breath so I spun three quick shots that chirped and
whined like angry hawks into the rocks. By the time I
crossed the ridge I didn't know if I was behind, ahead,
or alongside the man. I stumbled down among some
rocks and let my heart quiet down. Sweat ran down my
face like rain water. I jacked eight fresh shells into the
rifle and waited.
I made out a grove of trees down below, far below, and
studied it. I framed a route in my mind the man would
likely take and moved downhill a bit to put myself in line.
I was wrong, all wrong. The unseen horse in the trees
below gave a soft nicker and then I saw the man leap out
of the rocks below. He had managed to slip past me and
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was far below. My heart sank like a weight against µeep
water. He leaped across the lower rocks to the deep
shadow of the trees and I knew I had but one split second
or less to try for him. Yet I held' the rifle steady on the
rock. In the trancelike light of the moon and the drifting
shadows it was pure luck. As the man jumped from a
rock a good hundred yards below, I did little more than
point at the blur and squeeze the trigger. Yet, sighting
along the barrel I saw the figure twist and tumble in mid
air and sprawl forward.
I crawled down. He's playing possum, I told myself.
Still, I had to get to that horse ahead of him. I crawled
now on 'all fours, rifle out ahead of me and finger on the
trigger, to the rocks where I had hit him. Then I saw the .
body sprawled flat out. Possibilities pounded through my
head. Dead? Maybe knocked out? Maybe playing possum
with a revolver ready?
At last I stood and walked toward the figure, finger as
itchy on the trigger as a hive of desert ants. I kept the
barrel between his shoulder blades. But he didn't move.
Nor was he likely to for some time. My shot had taken
him high on the leg and pitched him forward. No doubt
he had knocked himself unconscious on the rocks over
which he sprawled like a worn-out doll. The figure had
grown monstrous to me there in the dark. Now he looked
tortured, helpless, pathetic. I knelt by him, lifted his head
by a fist full of hair and felt the cry catch in my throat.
My rifle fell with a clatter.
Even in the moonlight, the familiar lines of the sweatwashed face stood clear. He had some sort of dye on his
face which was streaked from sweat. But it was Ben
Davidson. Something in me told me I had known that
all along.
I built a fire by the stand of pine where Ben had
picketed his horse, a big fire that drove back the night.
On the horse's back I found the saddlebags packed with
their pathetic roll of bills and coins. I was tempted to
heave it on the fire. I also found some fixings, Ben's
regular clothes with the star pinned to the vest, two full
canteens, and some coffee and a pot. Apparently Ben had
intended to hole up in the hills for a few days, then catch
the train back into town. I set coffee boiling and then
dragged his big body to the fire.
There was a deep gouge on his upper arm, but the leg
shot was the bad one. The slug had hit bone and shards
were sticking everywhere in the torn flesh. It bled little,
so the artery hadn't burst; but the leg would be forever
worthless. I splinted and bandaged it as well as I was able,
then I tore off Ben's old drifter clothes and put on his
own, including the vest with the star. I still don't know
why I did that. Maybe I hoped to change what I knew

:ouldn't. I threw the old clothes on the fire. The sky
trned black, then began to gray by the time I was done.
drank most of the pot of coffee, but I fell into a stag~red sleep anyway.
It couldn't have been for an hour or more, but Ben was
!\Take when I opened my eyes. He stood like a sick, gray
ting before me; hovering, teetering like an old worn1t cottonwood.
"Don't move, Matthew." He held a revolver, but its
eight seemed to drag his whole arm to the ground.
"Don't, Ben. Don't make it worse."
"No, Matthew. It just don't work."
"Why, Ben?"
"Why?" His bloodless lips groaned in pain. The noise
'as like sand in his throat. "Ma dying. Why? No money.
la dying." The words came in hard gasps.
''They'll understand, Ben.'' Saying it, I knew better.
"Understand? No money, boy!"
I saw a track of thick blood surging around the bandged leg. Either the wound had festered or a bone shard
ad punctured the artery. Blood pooled in a dusty splotch
n his boot, rolled off into the earth.
"I'm going, boy. You're a good son."
I didn't know whether that was praise or order. A
1illion thoughts tore at my mind. Ben turned and
obbled like a pitiful scarecrow toward the horse. I didn't
1ink he would ever make it up. I didn't know what he
1ought. I lifted the rifle where I sat, its sights square betreen his shoulder blades. I imagined his heart, a fitful
.ugget pounding, under the flesh. Gray light shimmered
nd slid around him. Not this way. Not in the back.
"Dad!" I shouted.
He turned, one hand supporting him from the saddle
1ommel. His white lips twisted in a smile as he turned.
didn't lower the rifle.
I heard his words scrape across the sand, but his lips
lidn' t seem to move.
"Do what you have to, son."
The echo rolled like thunder in the morning hills. Some
,irds rose from the pine trees and circled the air franti:ally, then dipped and settled back.
Ben caved in like a little bent thing made of sticks.
The startled horse jerked to the end of its picket line
md tossed nervous puffs of dust on the prone body.
There was little more to do. Yet, I didn't know where
o start. A million lies ros~ in my mind and I didn't know
-vhich one to use. For once the truth wouldn't do.
The one I finally decided on went something like thismd by the time I reached Sand Flat with Ben's body
Jehind me and blowflies like a green cloud around us,
. didn't much care.
Seeing the blown horse stagger through the street peoJle kind of edged out, then retreated behind doors until
:he stink passed by. I went into the livery and sent the

boy Virgil for the undertaker, and then walked back to
Ben's office. They were waiting there all right. Deakins
the attorney, Rountree, Smiley, all tight-faced and pinchnerved.
How' d it happen, Matthew?
Well, he got away. For some reason Ben's trip was a
ruse. He knew something was going to happen and had
hid in the hills. He was right of course. Ever know Ben
not to be right? I heard the shots. Saw Ben fall. I pumped
some shots at the bandit. He shot back. Got my horse.
Got away on Ben's horse in all the noise. Problem is, he
left the moneybags still on his horse where I found it in
some trees.
I threw them on the desk. No one reached for them.
It was blood money now. They aren't bad people, I told
myself. Just scared.
'
And he left Ben. Dead. He's at the undertaker. A lot
of bowed heads. Silence. Then, You'll st_ay on, Matthew?
As deputy?
Until Ma dies, then I'm leaving.
What'll we do?
You know ma's dying, ·don't you? You know she needs
an operation over to Bozeman?
No. We never knew.
You never looked. And here Ben died saving your
money. You're a tight-fisted people, I said; long on the
pocket and short on heart. I'm riding out when this is
done.
I was sorry I said that. They all left then. I walked back
to Ma Davidson to tell her, but I think she knew. I saw
June May in the doorway of the Mercantile. I nodded.
''Did you get him, Matthew?''
"I got him," I said.
Ma died within three weeks. It wasn't a bad town, I
thought at the funeral, just sort of sad. I didn't regret
riding out. But I never once thought of going back. In
addition to such things as I could strap on my horse,
Ben's big sorrel, I took two thing-the Deputy's badge
and the Sheriff's badge. Let the town get new ones. These
were mine.
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Deborah Ebbers

Lines Composed in the Lab Theatre
At a run, through double doors,
(" Performers only," pass it by.
Two more, more for sound than show.)
Entering the realm of the playwright's eye.
Keep it tight, tension up,
moves deliberate now.
Dark shadows dance
on golden stone as
actors prance and pounce,
jumping in and out of black.
Emotions flare, yet not with as much pure flame
as they have before
or will again.
Characters live a thousand deaths,
die a thousand lives.
The evening strides so smugly on.
Wait and act, on and off.
The player struts, and then is gone.
The chair back is hard, the lighting soft.
Finally done.
Drive home
but ... swerve a little,
for effect.
Bill Cornell

A Good Deed
I get hit in the shin with a two-tone wingtip when
a negro falls over a sales shoe rack. I ask
what's the hurry as he stumbles looking for
his things. Then his head gets jerked by a distant shout
and he's a thief I think, so I tackle him
in a pile of marked-down sneakers. I hold him tight.
He starts to cry, and let go of me he cries
and please let me go. But he asks for something I
can't give: forgiveness from Montgomery Ward.
I help him, locked in my arms, to stand, lead him
from the ruined display and down the long mall.
People stop and watch the odd procession
pass, for now a so.rt of policeman grips
my negro's arm, and a girl with a walkie-talkie
carries the shopping bag triumphantly.
We deliver the captive to an office full
of men with crossed arms.
Later a freckled
guard explains that those kind of people get
the book thrown at them by Montgomery Ward.

Mark Van Wienen
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Holy Spirit
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Jana Eggebeen

THE COLOR CARDS
(a fable)

By Tim West

My mother has always told me to avoid
extremes. "There are those," she told me,
"who are so dissatisfied with the present state
of things they will try anything to find
contentment.''
We kept colorful cards. On one side were
several beautiful colors formed into a bright,
dazzling swirl. On the other side was our
creed, or value system, summed up in a list
of words:
Equality
Fairness
Friendship
Community
Cooperation
Wholeness
Freedom
Reconstruction
Progress
Expression
We carried our
cards wherever we went .
.
Mother carried hers in her purse. Father
carried his in his wallet. I kept mine attached
to my key chain. I have always kept it, ever
since I was in the crib, when it hung from a
string on my mobile. When I was a few years
older, I tucked it into the corner of my
bedroom mirror. During my days as a
schoolboy I seldom looked at it, but I never
forgot it was there and never dreamed of taking it down.
These cards gave us identity, demonstrating
what we stood for. They also reminded us of
our responsibilities when we saw people in
need. Sadly, however, we too often took our
cards for granted.
I had been a schoolboy for some time before
I realized that, although everyone carried a
card, not everyone's card was colorful. For
example, some especially wild boys and girls
carried cards which were all black on one side.
The cards I saw most often were pure white
on the color side. The boys and girls who
.,
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carried these were uncommonly outspoken
about them, and they would hang them from
the rear view mirrors of their cars. I asked my
mother what was written on the other side of
these cards. She replied, "I don't know, but
most of those kids are rather confused,
anyway. Besides, most people carry colorful
cards like we do."
Had it not been for a certain quiet, soberfaced young man asking for a ride home from
work one night, my story might never have
happened. As we stepped into the car he said,
"I notice you're a colorful."
"How can you tell?" I asked, surprised.
"I saw your key chain," he explained.
"Oh!" I laughed.
"I'm a ·gray," he said.
"A gray?" I asked, no longer laughing.
"Yes," he said, pulling a gray card from his
pocket. "See?"
"Just out of curiosity," I asked, "not meaning to be rude or anything, but what's on the
back?"
He seemed pleasantly surprised.
"I am so glad you asked," he said. "I will
read it to you." He read:
Competition
Tradition
Segreg1tion
Antithesis
Pride
Conformity
Stagnation
Repression
Deduction
Preservation
I was disappointed. Knowing that most
people didn't carry gray cards, and
understanding why, I told him, "I've never
seen a gray card before.''
''Well,',. he said boldly, ''Most people don't
have gray cards. Most people carry colorful
cards like you do.''
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''Well then,'' I inquired mannerly and wit]
caution, "why do you carry a gray card?"
"I will tell you," he said. "You who carr:
colorful cards think you can arrive. Well, y01
can't. The world is simply too mean and ther,
is too much injustice. What we must do is t<
stifle the very ideas we have embedded withit
us. Only then can we truly arrive.''
"Are you sure?" I asked curiously.
"Try it," he said. "Here. You can have ID)
card. I have plenty more back home. Tie it tc
your key chain. In every area of life remembe:
what it says. Read it frequently. Never take i
for granted."
"No wonder I have been dissatisfied al
these ...years," I thought. "This must be a bettei
answer. And he had convinced me tha
anyone who thought that gray was an ugl)
color was obviously mistaken. Such a persor
could not see beyond the first impression. Al
first I thought I couldn't, either. But after a feV\
good hard looks at that card I realized he wa~
right. It was easy to see the beauty ir
blackness, whiteness, and colorfulness. It wa~
difficult to see the beauty in grayness, bui
when you did see it, it was more beautiful than
any of the other colors.
The next time I took out my keys, I read thE
words on the back of the card. ''This is exactly
what I've been taught not to believe," 1
thought. Then I told myself,"Relax. Colorfulness is an end. Grayness is really very
colorful. It is simply the means to that end.
There is no progress without stagnation. There
is no cooperation without competition. There
is no equality without segregation."
Whenever I saw a friend in need and wanted
to embrace him and relate to him, I took out
my little gray card and reminded myself that
my friend was a colorful and I was a gray.
Colorfuls treated everyone equally, but grays
remembered segregation and antithesis. This
did not mean I could not help him. It only
meant that I now had to bear in mind that he
was a colorful and I was a gray. It made things

bit uneasy, but I learned to sweat it out.
~gregation, after all, was a means to equality.
As time passed I grew closer to my gray
iends. We were always happy when a black,
hite, or colorful came to join us. We were
roud to be gray.
·
Finally I realized that we weren't going
1ywhere. Life was not nearly as adventurous
, it had been. I was getting tired of having
> constantly ask people if they were gray,
'hite, black, or colorful. And I was spending
iss time at home.
Then it dawned on me. Grayness was not
Jlorful at all. Its rules were not a means to
n end. Grayness was an end in itself, and it
ras ugly.
I stared at the back of the gray card. ''Why?''
asked myself. ''They say their smallness in
umber is proof that they' re right and
veryone else is wrong. But it's no wonder
:1ey' re so small in number. I could go back to
,e ing colorful, but to go colorful was the
,i ggest mistake one could make, since it was
uch an easy trap to fall into. I asked them why
hat was so, but their answer only came back,
We must cling to our heritage. The only
eason colorfuls have open minds is because
hey are undecided themselves about where
hey stand.'''
I pondered that statement, then ran to the
ntellectual leaders among the colorfuls, who
tlways have an answer. The grays always .
·esponded "What a wishy-washy, unclear,
uzzy, out-of-the-blue, un-thought-out
mswer. '' This made me more critical of the
:olorfuls than ever. When they spoke I listened
u every word very carefully, ever ready to
ietect error. I told the grays all of it as evidence
)f how wrong my colorful friends were. They
Nere all the more ready to laugh at my color=u1 friends. This I could not do.
In time I suffered a personal crisis and
::ouldn' t get out of bed. My parents were
::oncerned about me, so they called a
psychiatrist.

I looked him over with suspicion. "Are you
a colorful psychiatrist?'' I asked him.
''I am just a plain psychiatrist,'' he told me.
"But are you colorful?" I demanded of him.
"You must have a card!"
"Oh, I have a card," he said, reaching into
his wallet.
"Well, · tell me! Is it colorful?"
"I don't know," he said. "It may be on the
other side, but that is the side I never see. The
only side I ever look at has these words:
equality, friendship, fairness, community,
cooperation, wholeness, freedom, reconstruction, progress, and expression. And I am here
to help you."
Then I knew that he was not undecided.
"You know," I told him, "You could help
me much more by being honest enough to
turn your card around and reveal your true
color.''
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Meditation
I grew up under the influence of two
popular Christian myths. To some
they may not seem to be myths at all;
in fact, I suspect I could be charged
with some sort of irreverence for what
I am about to write, for I abandon
these two notions: that everyone
naturally wants eternal life, and that
God is enough.
To be sure, the pursuit of eternal life
has an honorable tradition; those who
sought it range from the rich young
ruler of the gospels to Ponce de Leon
to the main character in Harold
Robbin's Descent From Xanadu.
Evidently, however, none of these
men has ever been bored, because
anyone who has been bored does not
want an eternal life where nothing
really happens or changes: no marriage, no "Hill Street Blues," no
volcanic catastrophes, no male, no
female, no new National Enquirer, no
birth, no gossip, no night. These
things cannot exist because our whole
way of life is based on sin. Without sin
we cannot watch "Star Wars",
psychoanalyze schizophrenic freaks,
vote for president, cut open bodies to
extract everything from gall stones to
cholesterol buildup, or become a
brigadier general. In my judgement,
that leaves only neutral activities for
eternity like feasting, strumming
harps, skiing, galaxy hopping, and
mansion-j us t-over-~he - hill top
decorating, which means I should take
advantage of sin in this life by getting
married, : having kids, and writing
books, and leave learning how to ski
until I get to heaven where I can fall
off the chairlift if I so desire. For surely God has more exciting activities
planned than for us to lie before his
throne and "gaze and gaze" on him,
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as the hymn goes-yet, won't
whatever it is BECOME boring after
millenia and millenia of doing it?
Eternity entails more than the
boredom factors; there's also the pure
fear involved. Empty your mind of
everything but the concept of eternity. Think about it. No period. No end
to this line ----------------------------------On and on and on and on. The first
time I grasped this was in Sunday
school one day; I was only about
eight, the same age as my niece, who
had recently heard ''forever'' defined
as something having no end. Her
brow wrinkled and her brain revolved
as she pondered this, until she finally
protested: ''But how can something
have no end?" Exactly. My brain
whirls and whirls at the thought,
fighting to bite an end as if it were a
dog chasing his own tail, and my heart
goes hollow; my spirit drains away.
Eternity frightens me more than the
devil. Eternity frightens me more than
God. I always knew I'd die and go to
heaven, and I thought heaven would
be nice for a time, but then I always
kind of figured on dying again and
becoming the nice nothing I was
before I was born.
I cannot disbelieve in eternity or I
would have to discard Christianity
and my whole purpose for living, but
for my fear of eternity I have had to
devise several pacifiers. One, time will
not exist in eternity so I will not even
know it is eternity and two. John 17:3,
which says eternal life is to know ''the
only true God and Jesus Christ whom
[he] hast sent''; since I love God and
because eternal life is to know him,
perhaps it will be endurable . But
sometimes after totally terrifying
myself with circling thoughts of eterni-
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ty, I still fall back on this prayer: "De
God, if I don't like eternal life aft
two or three thousand years, will ye
please make me a nothing?"
God must laugh when I pray sm
things, but I don't apologize for rr
human fear; rather, I acknowled!
that he has put eternity into our sou
without allowing our temporal mine
to grasp it. In the same way, Ge
placed another element into our soul
the need for people.
So often, when I listen to rad:
evangelists and when I hear tltestimony of a Christian newly cm
verted from the sex-drugs-drinkin
scene, they make statements like thi:
"If you're lonely, if you're looking fc
help, if you don't know what to d
anymore and you' re at the end of yot
rope, give your troubles to Jesus-h
pulled me up from a hellish dru
addiction, and he will help you toe
for he promised never to fail to answ.::
those who call on him." These "Go
is enough'' statements always stir i
me a faint jealousy, like that of th
prodigal' s brother, because I nevE
went through a period of prostitutio:
or an interlude or inebriation fror
which God forcibly dragged me. Ne
I experienced God's saving wor:
through the painstaking efforts of m:
parents, who baptized me and read b
:q1e The Bible in Pictures for Little Eye
and made me learn my catechism a
if it were the alphabet and took me tc
church Sunday, every Sunday, twio
a Sunday. Living with Jesus all my lifi
has been no joyride out of the pits o
hell; it's more like a hand-over-hanc
shinnying up the Jesus lifeline, grab
bing what handholds and footholds
can, knowing that if I fall the rope ii
there. And as I struggle upward,

pend more and more on the '
,tholds and handholds that God has
)Vided-his people.
::;od' s people are those who make
~ climb bearable. They are the "litChrists" who embody the presence
·God, who are God's comforting
1ternal arms and compassionate
es, who are God's voice and God's
rs. Using the black blots of letters on
~ Bible's pages, God transforms
anescent ideas into fleshly bodies,
that we can see and hear and taste
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and feel and smell his love for us. God
knows, ever since creating Eve, that
human beings need physical companionship. Even Jesus did not find
that "God was enough" in his daily
work, for his disciples were not only
his students but also his companions;
he needed their presence on Gethsemane, and when both they and God
abandoned him at the time of his
crucifixion, he plummeted into the
darkest pit of hellish exile. With his
victory over hell, we are freed from a

living Hades, a life of exile, to find
comfort in fellow Christians as well as
in God.
And now I sense a greater comfort:
if hell is estrangement from God and
man, heaven must be perfect union
and communion with God and man.
So maybe eternal life won't be so
bad-after all.
-Lori Walburg

Ron Shamery
Dialogue
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Calvin College Film Arts Committee

Film Series Schedule
Fall Semester
Friday,
October 25
COM

Bach to the Future

Friday,
November 1
COM

Blood of the Cat Peoole' S Lamb

Saturday,
November 2
COM

(d. 1750, b. 1685, 65 years.)
Johann Sebastian himself time-travels to celebrate his 300th birthday with fellow musicians
Prince and Michael Jackson. Award-winning soundtrack includes the hits "Sheep May Safely
Get Crazy" and "The Well-Tempered Break Dancer."
(d. Paul Schrader, 1982, 105 min.)
Peter DeVries and Paul Schrader com~ine in this fine effort to produce a violent yet sexy film.
The aesthetic value of having a heritage worth rejecting is explored. William Brashier makes a
cameo appearance.

Ooenine Convocation

(no direction, 1985, 89 min.)
~ film of tl(e spirited opening session. A must see. A classic.

Friday,
November 8
COM

Throueh a Class Darklv

Saturday,
November 9
COM

I Wanna Hold Your Hand

Friday,
November 15
FAC

G. R.

Saturday,
November 16
COM

2001: A Soace Goddyssey

Friday,
December 6
COM

Aenes' Bod

Saturday,
December 7
COM

D •B. D.

(d. Stu Vision, 1975, 95 min.)
Stevie #onder starts as a rebellious stud'ent who follows many blind leads before unveiling a
corrupt educational system.

(d. Michael Angelo, 1969, 10 hrs. at a stretch.)
This film unabashedly presents the rigors of interior decorating in Italy. A unique verticalprojection format and a Beatles soundtrack are featured.

(d. Guido de Bres, 1984, 121 min.)
A small rnidwestern town is haunted by the ghosts of John Calvin, Abraham Kuyper, and
Herman Dooyeweerd. Victims are given lobotomies and become indoctrinated zombies.

(d. Bob Jones III, 2002, 130 111i11.)
Remake of the "'kubrick film from a contemporary Christian perspective. Soundtrack music by
Amy Grant.

(d. Jane Fondle, 1985, 96 min.)
':( thought-provoking look beneath the habits and holiness of a Catholic nunnery at the
strange juxtaposition of immorality and immaculate conception concealed there.
(d. James Korf, 1978, 76 min.)
A photodocumentary about this dreaded disease, which afflicts two out of every five people
of Dutch descent. Due to the frank nature of this film, R.A. guidance is suggested.

FAC-Fine Arts Center Auditorium
COM-Commons Auditorium

All films begin at 8:03:24 p.m.
unless otherwise noted,
Admission is $1.50

